Lodge Executive Committee Meeting Minutes

May 17, 2020

Documented by Emilio Morales | elmsterm@gmail.com | shenandoahlodge.org

Arrowmen in Attendance (28)

Adults (17) – Alex Wiatt, James Kinder, Adam Sowers, Larry Linebrink, Randy Seelye, Dennis Hogberg, Blake Jordan, Scott Lancey, Tom Shepard, Bo Jones, Jim Battaglia, Dana Eichlin, Hunter Corbin, Tom Greenwood, Scott Lee, Roger Burke, Jim Echols

Opening

Led in our obligation by Eli Hattersley

Brief update on Tom Greenwood

Update on NYLT from James Kinder

Update on status of Camp Shenandoah from Scott Lancey

Reports

Officer Reports

Treasurer – Nothing to report

Secretary – Nothing to report

Chapter Reports

AA – Discussed June, August, and NOAC refunds. At 80% of goal for June. Connor Wolfe

Monacan – Nothing to Report. Alex Wiatt

Nagatamen – Discussed upcoming events. Still working on CPUEs. Zac Collins
Saponi – Discussed NOAC refunds. Scheduled 3 more CPUEs from previous update. Donathan Linebrink

Committees Report – Benjamin Marshall

AIA – Not present

Cpue – Continuing to schedule and carryout CPUEs. Donathan Linebrink

Ceremonies – Discussing callout ceremonies. Jeremy Armentrout and Adam Sowers

Communications - Not present

History - Not present

Membership - Not present

Patches - Not present

Troop Rep - Not present

Vigil Nom – Sending out follow-up emails. Adam Sowers

Old Business

Conclave 2020 Oct. 2-4th – Allowing any lodge to pick up materials for carving projects.

NOAC 2020 – Emails being sent out about NOAC.

SJAC X VAHC Belt Buckle – Belt buckles approved and starting production.

June Fellowship – Will be held virtually on June 6th. Goal of 75 has been hit, goal being raised to 100. First lodge to host virtual fellowship. National officers would like to attend.

258 Minecraft Night – A server was hosted for people to join and have fun for a night. Of those who got on the server they all seemed to have fun.

New Business

August Fellowship – Still being planned to be done in person. A lot has been planned to provide a very fun fellowship. More information will come after June Fellowship.

One Day of Service – Will hopefully happen in person. Planning to go back out to natural bridge to do service.

Winter Banquet 2021 – Being hosted by Monacan chapter.

Lodge Election – Need to start thinking of how elections are going to be done if August fellowship can’t be done in person.

Closing
Lodge Advisor’s Minute – Roger Burke

Staff Advisor’s Minute – Tom Greenwood

Closing– Eli Hattersley